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In consumer retail, it is important to understand the condition of product display
(planograms, retail space management) when analyzing factors affecting sales.
Conventionally, obtaining planogram data has been done manually, but it has
been costly and involved a heavy workload for employees. NTT DOCOMO has
developed retail shelving image recognition technology and used it to implement
creation of planogram data automatically, from photographs of retail shelving
taken with a smartphone or other camera. This greatly reduces the amount of
time required for this work. A solution using this technology was awarded the
19th Automatic Identification Systems Prize, Award of Excellence, from the Japan
Automatic Identification Systems Association in 2017, and has been provided by
NTT DOCOMO to partner enterprises since April 2018.

writing documents from notes taken by sales

1. Introduction

representatives*2. With the recent growth in large-

In consumer retail, it is important to know the
1

scale retailers, sales representatives need to visit

condition of product displays (planograms* ) when

an increasing number of stores, and with the con-

analyzing factors affecting sales. Currently, consumer

tinually shrinking workforce, a shortage of work-

goods manufacturers create planogram data manually,

ers can be expected in the near future. To solve
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Planogram (tana-wari): Refers to the layout of how products
are displayed on retail shelving.
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this problem, it is critical to reduce operating costs

to analyze photographs of retail shelves automati-

and improve work efficiency. We have estimated

cally and create planogram data. Our image recogni-

that there are tens of thousands of sales representa-

tion engine was recognized by the Japan Automatic

tives performing such tasks in Japan, and we can

Identification Systems Association for “Innovative

see huge demand in the market for automating cre-

reproduction of retail shelving using image recog-

ation of planogram data.

nition” and “Solution feasibility,” receiving the 19th

We have proposed a method using image recog-

Automatic Identification Systems Prize, Award of

nition technology to automatically extract planogram

Excellence in 2017 [1]. It has been provided to

data from photographs of retail shelving. There were

Cyber Links Co., Ltd. since April 2018 as its first

two main issues with using existing image recog-

user [2]. This article describes technical details of

nition technologies in real retail environments.

our image recognition engine together with prac-

• The first is that object detection is difficult

tical use cases.

for products when they are packed tightly
onto compact displays*3. When shelving space
is limited, as it often is in Japan, products

2. Image Recognition Overview

like shampoo refill pouches are placed in
compact displays and possibly only the part

Our image recognition engine is composed of
two technologies.

of product face is shown or the shape of the
product is distorted.

The first is a deep-learning based object detection technology that detects whether shelves and

• The second is that it may be difficult to

products are present in a photograph and deter-

uniquely identify products because they are

mines the spatial position of each product region.

not always facing the front. In a real store,

The outlines shown in Figure 1 are the results of

a product could be facing in any direction

object detection. NTT DOCOMOʼs object recogni-

on the shelf.

tion technology uses deep learning trained with
images of retail shelves in various states, so prod-

In earlier solutions, the photographing process
was manually adjusted in order to make image

ucts can be detected accurately, even if they are
packed into shelves in small spaces.

recognition easier. Product overlap was eliminated

The second is a specific-object recognition tech-

and packages were faced to the front as much as

nology that uses local feature values*4 and is able

possible. However, such adjustment was time con-

to identify the product in each object region on

suming and not practical.

the shelf. Product region partial images detected

For these reasons, NTT DOCOMO has devel-

as described above are compared with a large num-

oped a retail shelving image recognition engine

ber of product images stored in an image database.

that resolves issues with compact displays and

Images taken from various angles are stored in a

photographing angle, using deep learning technology

large image database beforehand, which enables

Sales representative: An employee that travels to supermarkets, department stores and other retail outlets to promote sales
of a companyʼs products. Specific duties could include making
sales recommendations and understanding display conditions
of the companyʼs products in the stores, studying products from
other companies, and getting feedback and any requests from
the stores.
Compact displays: A way of completely filling shelves in re-

tails spaces with limited space, often resulting in products becoming somewhat compressed.
Local feature values: Extracted from data, values (numbers)
that characterize the data. In this article, “feature values” refers specifically to image feature values, which are characteristic points (corners) extracted from the image and the surrounding distribution of brightness.

*2

*3

*4
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Photograph, upload

Object detection

Specific object recognition

Compare
Image database

Recognition result

Figure 1

Retail shelving image recognition process

our specific-object recognition technology to rec-

lower-right (xmax, ymax) coordinates of rectangle) and

ognize products accurately, even if the image is

the object category (e.g.: fabric softener, laundry

not taken from the front.

detergent, drinking water, shelf, etc.) as shown in

The processes used by these technologies are

Figure 2.

shown in Fig. 1.

The machine learning process creates a trained
model, which is loaded into the object detection

2.1 Object Detection Technology

engine, which then performs its inference*7 process

1) Algorithm Details

to detect objects in input images.

The object detection technology developed by
NTT DOCOMO is an application of deep learning

The inference process consists of the following
four phases (Figure 3).

and is able to estimate the position (coordinates of

(1) Extract feature values

upper left and lower right of a rectangle) and a

Input images are converted to feature

category for each object in an image. To do so,

values through several convolution*8 layers

the object detection engine must be trained be-

and pooling*9 layers.

forehand in a machine learning*5 process for the

(2) Estimate candidate regions

category of objects to be detected. For this pro-

Using the feature values extracted above,

cess, we prepared hundreds to thousands of images

multiple regions are cut out at various as-

6

with annotation data* . The annotation data con-

pect ratios and scales, and a fully-connected

sisted of position data, indicating where the object

layer*10 is applied to each to predict whether

is depicted in the image (upper-left (xmin, ymin) and

it is object or background.

*5

*6

Machine learning: Technology that enables computers to acquire knowledge, decision criteria, behavior, etc. from data, in
ways similar to how humans acquire these things from perception and experience.
Annotation data: In this article, refers to metadata indicating
what is in an image.

*7
*8

Inference: In this article, refers to use of a previously trained
model to predict what is depicted in an image.
Convolution: A process of scanning an input such as image or
feature value horizontally and vertically, multiplying by a
vector of certain size and outputting the value. Extracts patterns similar to the vector used.
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Fabric softener
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30

700

460

Laundry soap

…

…

…

…

3

Laundry soap

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Figure 2

Example of image and annotation needed for training

(1) Extract feature values

(2) Estimate candidate regions and binary decision
Object

.

.

.

Background

.

Object
Object
Image

Convolution layer
Pooling layer

Separated feature values

Feature values

(3) Estimate object type

(4) Estimate object region/position

Fabric softener
Shelf
Laundry soap
Separated feature values

Figure 3

*9

*10

Detection algorithm process

Pooling: A process of scanning against a feature value horizontally and vertically, and outputting the maximum or average value within a fixed size (2 × 2, 3 × 3, etc.). Reduces dimension of the feature value and increases robustness of inference.
Fully-connected layer: Weighting in which all feature values

are multiplied by a weighting and added to output a single
value. Feature values extracted using convolution are converted to product categories by multiplying them by these
weightings.
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2) Recognition Accuracy
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(3) Estimate object category
For regions judged to be “object” in (2),

We performed the machine learning process

multiple fully-connected layers with differ-

using several thousand images of retail shelves

ent weights than in (2) are applied to infer

with many products on them, and then evaluated

the object category. This yields multiple can-

the accuracy of object detection by applying the

didate categories and corresponding proba-

object detection engine to 100 images taken in re-

bilities, and the region is assigned the cate-

al stores and not used for training. Products were

gory with the highest probability.

in two categories: laundry products such as laundry detergent and fabric softener, and beverages

(4) Estimate location of object region within the

such as drinking water in PET bottles and cans of

image
The position of the object within the im-

beer. Recall (No. of products correctly detected/

age is estimated using the object category

total no. of products) and Precision (No. of correctly

probability found in (3), the position in the

detected products/No. of detected products) were

image, and the feature values.

used as indices of accuracy. To evaluate accuracy,
the corresponding ground-truth region (correct

The above process is able to estimate the posi-

region) for each detected region must first be se-

tion and the category of multiple objects depicted

lected. To do so, an index called IoU overlap is

in a single image.

used, which expresses the amount of overlap be-

Note that the method is able to detect shelves

tween two regions as a value from 0.0 to 1.0, as

as well as products. This enables it to also estimate

shown in Figure 4. The higher the value of IoU

factors such as on which shelf a product is placed,

overlap, the greater the amount of overlap be-

and how high products are stacked.

tween the two regions. Detection is judged to be

∩
∪
Predicted object region

Ground-truth
:

-

ℎ

：

Figure 4

IoU overlap
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correct only if the IoU overlap is 0.6 or greater,

in approximately 0.3 s when performing inference

and the predicted object category is the same as

with a single NVIDIA Tesla*11 M40 GPU. On the

the object category of the ground truth. However,

other hand, performing all computations on the CPU

if the probability of the object category computed

(Intel® Xeon®*12 CPU E5-2630L v3 @ 1.80 GHz) re-

in (3) was below 0.6, the confidence level is consid-

quired approximately 7.0 s, showing that speed in-

ered low, and such cases are excluded.

creases greater than ten-times can be achieved us-

When evaluating under these conditions, detec-

ing a GPU. System requirements differ according

tion accuracy for beverages had recall of 91.2% and

to the application scenario, but this suggests that

precision of 92.1%. Laundry product detection ac-

with the current system, use of a GPU will be es-

curacy had recall of 92.0% and Precision of 99.7%.

sential for real-time processing. Note that the pro-

As shown in Figure 5, product packages on real

cessing speeds described here depend on the size

store shelves were not all facing the front, products

of the input image files, so shorter processing times

in pouch-type packaging were easily deformed,

may be possible using low resolution images.

and packages of the same product overlapped and
still able to detect them accurately.

2.2 Specific-object Recognition
Technology

3) Processing Speed

1) Algorithm Details

could be partially hidden, but the technology was

We measured processing speed for detection us-

The specific object recognition technology com-

ing a GPU and using a CPU. Processing completed

pares input images with images pre-registered in

• Products in various orientations
• Bagged products are easily deformed

• Similar products can be piled up
Object detection process

Object detection process

Product regions can be recognized for various products such as these,
which are difficult to recognize

Figure 5

Features of products on retail shelves

*11
*12

NVIDIA Tesla: A trademark or registered trademark of
NVIDIA Corporation in the USA and other countries.
Intel® Xeon®: A trademark of Intel Corporation or a subsidiary in the USA and other countries.
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an image database, and finds a registered image

upper limit to the amount of physical memory

that is similar to the input image (Figure 6).

that a single server can have, so there is a limita-

When recognizing the retail shelf image in Fig. 1,

tion on the number of images a server can handle.

the partial images in the regions found by ob-

As such, a large-scale image database can be built

ject detection are input to specific-object recogni-

by scaling out*13 with multiple servers. Specific-

tion engine. The engine is able to recognize prod-

object recognition can operate at high speed on a

ucts displayed at various angles by comparing

CPU, recognizing an image in a few hundred mil-

with pre-registered images of the products taken

liseconds, depending on engine settings and the

from various angles in the database. For details of

number of registered images.

NTT DOCOMOʼs specific object recognition algo-

3) Recognition Accuracy

rithm, see reference [3].

We evaluated recognition accuracy by prepar-

2) System Requirements

ing retail shelves in a test environment reproduc-

NTT DOCOMOʼs specific-object recognition

ing scenes of products displayed in a real store.

technology is able to process images in real time,

Types of products we used included noodles (cup

even with several million images registered in the

noodles, bagged noodles), detergent (bottles, refill

image database, but to do so, the database must

pouches), and beverages (cans, PET bottles). In re-

be loaded in memory. The amount of memory re-

sults of evaluating several hundred product imag-

quired depends on the number of images and the

es, the top-ranked candidate was correct 95.96% of

data-size allocated to each image, but there is an

the time, demonstrating very high accuracy.

Extract characteristic points
Image recognition
engine

Application

Return ID of images
that are very similar

High speed image search
Search in less than 1 s

Figure 6

Image database

Store images matching the point of view
(angle) of the object being recognized

Specific object recognition

*13

Scale out: Adding and assigning new resources to increase
processing capacity when service requests increase and there
is insufficient processing capacity on the network.
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On the other hand, recognition failed in cases

shake must be minimized, and retail shelves must

where the size or color of the product was wrong,

be photographed with as high resolution as possi-

or the image was poor due to camera shake. Prod-

ble.

ucts of different size or color, or where just one

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

character is different, are so similar that a person

3. Creating Planogram Data

could also easily make a mistake in distinguishing
them, so they are generally difficult to distinguish

The image recognition engine can be used to

with image recognition as well. For camera-shake,

identify products in photographs of retail shelving,

the necessary information cannot be extracted from

to analyze the state of product displays, and to

the image, and this degrades recognition accuracy.

output the results as planogram data. This plano-

Besides these cases, recognition accuracy tended

gram data can be loaded into planogram simula-

to drop when the image resolution was low, and

tion software to visualize and analyze planograms

when the product region in the image was small,

(Figure 7). Typical planogram software used in Japan

so that very little image information could be ex-

includes Tana POWER®*14 [4] from Cyber Links

tracted. To increase recognition accuracy, camera

Co., Ltd. and StoreManager®*15 [5] from Nippon

Convert to
planogram data

Visualize
planogram data
PTS

Visualization with planogram
software

Figure 7

Visualization of planogram data

*14
*15

Tana POWER®: A registered trademark of Cyber Links Co.,
Ltd.
StoreManager®: A registered trademark of Nippon Sogo Systems, Inc.
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photographs used by retail staff to create work

Sogo Systems, Inc.
In Japan, a common format used for represent-

reports. Currently, shops use photographs of retail

ing planogram data is Planogram Transfer Speci-

shelving to report completion of work preparing

fication (PTS) [6]. PTS includes information needed

product displays, but these are limited to a simple

for visualizing products, such as the number of

visual check of the photographs. Automatically

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

16

faces* , stacked height, and which shelf the prod-

creating planogram data from retail shelving pho-

uct is on for each product. The object detection

tographs could help head office or other remote

technology described above is able to detect shelves

offices with management work, inspecting displays

as well as products, so it is able to count number

at remote stores, checking for errors, and under-

of faces and stacked height accurately for each

standing any new display techniques being used

product on each shelf, and to create planogram data

at the stores.

conforming to PTS specifications. This enables the
original product displays to be reproduced accurately without needing to reconfigure the shelves

5. Conclusion

when loading data into planogram software and
visualizing the planogram.

This article has described two elemental technologies of a retail shelving image recognition engine: one that detects products on shelves and another that recognizes specific products. It also de-

4. Use Cases

scribed a capability to create planogram data au-

As mentioned earlier, this image recognition

tomatically, by identifying products from images

engine can be used to create planogram data for

of retail shelving, and detecting their position and

sales representatives. We estimate that by creat-

shelf within the display using these technologies.

ing planogram data automatically from photographs,

Further work on this image recognition engine

work time is reduced by a factor of ten compared

includes testing the technology in real shops and

to creating it by hand. In addition to reducing labor

improving accuracy. In particular, further study is

costs, it can also mitigate heavy labor. Specifically,

needed on specific-object recognition technology that

current methods for creating planogram data in-

can robustly handle products that are difficult, as

volve using a barcode reader, which places a heavy

described above: differing in size, color, or text.

burden on the back and legs due to movement up

Some stores also have price rails*17 attached to

and down from the top to bottom shelves. Using the

shelves, which hide parts of products and obscure

image recognition engine, this work can be com-

information, degrading recognition accuracy. In the

pleted with just two or three photographs from the

future, we intend to collaborate with more part-

front, simplifying and reducing the workload.

ners, testing this technology and identifying cases

Other scenarios could include use by sales representatives for other consumer products, or for

*16

Number of faces: Distribution term indicating the number of
items that can be seen displayed when facing the retail shelf.

that make recognition difficult such as these, and
continuing to improve our recognition algorithms.

*17

Price rail: A rail on each shelf in a product display with price
tags attached.
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No.1, pp.10‒17, Jul. 2015.

Besides product display image recognition,
NTT DOCOMO is also providing image recogni-

[4]

Cyber Links Co., Ltd. Tana POWER/Mise Power.”

tion solutions to government and partner enterprises

https://www.tanapower.com/tpower/basic̲operation.

in a wide range of fields such as sports video analy-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

sis [7], AR service applications [8], business optimi-

htm
[5]

Nippon Sogo Systems, Inc.: “StoreManager | Nippon Sogo
Systems Inc.”

zation applications by digitizing name cards [9],
and detecting pine wilt in coastal forest reserves

Cyber Links Co., Ltd: “Basic Operation | Tana POWER |

https://tanawari.jp
[6]

Japan Planogram Research Association: “Introducing

using drones [10]. Although there are restrictions,

Planogram Transfer Specifications (PTS): Japan Plano-

some of the image recognition functionality devel-

gram Research Association.”
https://www.planet-van.co.jp/planogram/pts/index.html

oped by NTT DOCOMO is published by docomo
Developer support [11], as Application Program

[7]

Soccer.com, NTT DOCOMO: “AI Technology “Sports
Video Sensing” Development, Multi-angle Automatic

Interfaces (API)*18 for use in developing applica-

Video System linked trials begin ̶Providing a new

tions and services. These can be accessed by simply

sports experience enabling review of oneʼs own plays

joining docomo Developer support and applying

easily on video̶,” Feb. 2018.
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/binary/pdf/info/news̲

for access. NTT DOCOMO will continue development on image recognition technologies to provide

release/topics/topics̲180201̲00.pdf
[8]

NTT DOCOMO: “Cybernet Systems provides image

value to partner enterprises in various fields, includ-

recognition system to cybARnet,” Oct. 2015.

ing retail shelving image recognition.

https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/binary/pdf/corporate/te
chnology/rd/topics/2015/topics̲151510.pdf
[9]
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